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ABSTRACT
Automatic Differentiation (AD) is an algorithmic technique
for augmenting computer programs to compute derivatives
accurately and efficiently. AD has two major modes: for-
ward and reverse. Previous work on parallel reverse mode
AD algorithms mainly focus on first order. In those work,
the communication is considered as a remote value assign-
ment. So the communication is also reversed when evalu-
ating derivatives. Here, we describe a new parallel Reverse
mode algorithm to compute higher order derivative for an
MPI program. The innovation is that in a parallel reverse
mode AD algorithm, a Send/Recv pair should not be consid-
ered only as a remote value assignment, but as dummy inde-
pendent/dependent variables. The innovation permits com-
munication to be treated analogous to computation. Hence
communication does not need to be reversed, but can be re-
performed in a separate phase. So complications created by
reversing the communications is avoided.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
G.1.0 [General]: Parallel algorithms; G.1.4 [Quadrature
and Numerical Differentiation]: Automatic differentia-
tion
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1. BACKGROUND
Automatic Differentiation or Algorithmic Differentiation (AD)
is a technology for analytically (thus accurately within ma-
chine precision) computing the derivatives of a function en-
coded as a computer program. AD relies on the premise that
the execution of any computer-coded function, regardless of
how complex it is, can be decomposed into a finite sequence
of elementary functions/operators or intrinsic functions. For

each type of the elementary function, the derivatives can
be evaluated directly via essentially a “table look-up”. The
derivatives of each elementary function are retrieved via es-
sentially a “table look-up”. And the derivatives of the ob-
jective function can be evaluated by applying chain rule of
calculus on the derivatives of the elementary functions.

In general, the objective function can be either scalar or vec-
tor. In this paper, we only focus on the scalar case. For the
vector case, we can simply make duplicated data structures
for each dependent variables.

Let y = F(x), x ∈ Rn×1 and y ∈ R denote a scalar ob-
jective function of real values. Following the notations of
Griewank and Walther [1], both here and elsewhere in the
paper, let v1−n, · · · , v0 denote the independent variables (x).
The execution of the objective function can then be decom-
posed as:

for i = 1, 2, · · · , l
vi = ϕi(vj){vj :vj≺vi,1−n≤j<i}.

where each vi = ϕi(vj){vj :vj≺vi} represents an elementary
function, and vj ≺ vi denotes that variable vi directly de-
pends on variable vj . That is, in each step, vi is the re-
sult of the elementary function ϕi, which takes vj where
vj ≺ vi as operands or parameters (for intrinsics). And the
set {vj : vj ≺ vi} contains all precedents of vi. We call
each vi = ϕi(vj) a Single Assignment Code (SAC). The last
variable in the sequence of elementary functions, vl, holds
the return value of the objective function, the only depen-
dent variable. Evaluating the objective function F is, thus,
equivalent to evaluating the SAC sequence.

1.1 First Order AD: Forward mode and re-
verse mode

To evaluate the first order derivative, i.e, the Jacobain of the
objective function, we can simple apply the first order chain
rule on the SAC sequence. Since the first order chain rule
is associative, we can evaluate the derivatives in the same
order as the SAC sequence is evaluated, or in an opposite
order [1, 4]. The former yields the forward mode of AD and
the latter yields the reverse mode of AD. In this work, we
only focus on reverse mode.

Fig 1 gives the flowchart of the incremental reverse mode of
AD. No matter how many independent variables there are,
the reverse mode always computes all the components in the



Algorithm: The Incremental Reverse Mode
Input: an initial adjoint v̄l = 1

Output: v̄1−n = ∂vl
v1−n

, · · · , v̄0 = ∂vl
∂v0

Set: v̄1−n = · · · = v̄0 = v̄1 = · · · = v̄l−1 = 0
for i = 1, · · · , l do

w = v̄i; v̄i = 0
for each vj ≺ vi do

v̄j+ = ∂ϕi
∂vj

w

Figure 1: The Incremental Reverse Mode

gradient vector directly in one round. The values v̄i are also
called adjoints.

It’s important to notice that in the reverse mode, the SAC
sequence is traversed in an opposite order as it’s evaluated
during the evaluation of the objective function. It means
that the reverse mode requires that the information of the
SAC sequence is stored externally. So that to read each
SAC in the reverse order is possible. The stored information
of the SAC sequence is also called a trace of the objective
function. When the objective function is very complex, the
tracing may become the bottleneck for reverse mode. Many
techniques have been used to reduce the tracing overhead,
for example, check pointing.

2. HIGH ORDER REVERSE ALGORITHM
FOR MPI

In this section, we will briefly describe how we derive our
high order reverse mode algorithm for MPI.

2.1 Background
To give an AD algorithm the capability of evaluating the
derivatives of an MPI program, one need to figure out what
should be done in the AD algorithm to deal with the com-
munication. For forward mode, it’s not hard. Because a
Send/Recv pair can be viewed as a value assignment, we
only need to send the derivative informations corresponding
to the variable as well. And upon receiving the derivative
information, the algorithm proceeds exactly the same as if
it is a local assignment.

For reverse mode, the story is different. Because how to
properly treat communication is the key problem. Pre-
viously, most work [2, 3, 5] focus on first order reverse
mode. And in those algorithms, the communication is also
reversed when evaluating the derivatives. The idea is that
a Send/Recv pair can be viewed as a remote value assign-
ment, like a = b. Then according to Figure 1, the derivative
evaluation becomes b̄+ = ā. So in the MPI version of that
algorithm, a Send/Recv pair for variable value during func-
tion evaluation becomes a Recv/Send pair for adjoint value
during first order reverse mode. For first order derivatives,
the algorithm works correctly.

However, the reverse communication approach does not work
for evaluating derivatives other than first order. One reason
there is no efficient high order reverse mode algorithm ever
proposed. Another reason is, in reverse mode, a Send/Recv

pair should not be simply viewed as a “remote” value assign-

ment. In the next section, we’ll give a closer look at what
should a Send/Recv pair in MPI corresponds to in terms of
AD and give the high order reverse mode algorithm for MPI.

2.2 The MPI Version Algorithm
In AD, besides the SAC sequence, there are two primitives
: declaration of an independent variable and declaration of
a dependent variable. The declaration of an independent
variable indicates that the value of this variable is the initial
value of the variable is pre-determined. And the declaration
of an dependent variable indicates that the derivatives of the
declared variable need to be computed.

On the other hand, a Send in MPI means the value of the
variable will be used by another (remote) process. This im-
plies that if we want to enable AD, the derivatives of that
variable will also be used by the other process. In that sense,
a Send corresponds to a declaration of a dependent vari-
able in terms of AD. Meanwhile, a Recv in MPI means the
value of the variable is define by another (remote) process.
Therefore, it corresponds to a declaration of an independent
variable in terms of AD.

So, if we replace every Send by an dummy dependent variable
and every Recv by an dummy independent variable, we can
run the high order reverse mode locally on each process to
evaluate the derivatives for every local dependent variable
(including dummy ones) with respect to local independent
variables (including dummy ones also). Then we can redo
the communication in the order they took place during func-
tion evaluation. On Send, we send the derivatives computed
for the dummy dependent variable. And on Recv, we use
the received derivatives and apply Equation ?? to expand
the dummy independent variable. That is, re-perform one
pair of Send/Recv and apply Equation ??. This operation
eliminates a pair of dummy dependent variable and inde-
pendent variable created by the Send/Recv pair. Once we’ve
done that for all communications, the left dependent vari-
ables and independent variables are all explicitly declared
ones in the objective function. And the derivatives of each
dependent variable is available.
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